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Sauna
Premium product for relax
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Our sauna is the new product of our company.

Its simplicity and beauty make it an excellent
purchase for total relaxation, alone or in
company!

With the large window you can enjoy an
excellent view depending on where the sauna is
located.

The high quality of the product and its easy
implementation make it unique in its kind.

Prefabricated wooden construction with
wooden aluminum windows and doors,
porcelain stoneware floors and wall and ceiling
coverings in fir wood. External coverings in larch
wood panel.

What is our Sauna?



Why our Sauna?
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Our Sauna is entirely produced in-factory with precision, swiftness and
high technical standards.

This allows us to provide you with amazing quality while keeping costs and
on-site operations to a minimum level.

In-factory production allows us to be faster and more efficient on site
while still maintaining a very high standard.

Modular, pre-fabricated, inexpensive

We offer high energy efficiency and hence sustainability, through optimal 
insulation.

Our wooden core structure ensures optimal earthquake and even fire 
performances.

Thanks to the high quality of materials, both in hot and cold seasons, the 
structure allows for maximum energy efficiency at all times.

Energy efficient

Our sauna is used as a self-standing unit!.

This element is conceived and built by us directly; your price per module will not 
change (excluding optional extras)!

Flexible implementation
We need two- or three-days on-site operations in order to install your 
Sauna.

2 to 3 months operations for in-factory assembling activities.

The Sauna can also be deployed and easily removed and redeployed at 
will, with minimal expense and minimal material loss!

This allows incredible development and product flexibility, for both 
professional and personal uses.

Fast and relocatable



How to implement our Sauna?
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Our vision is very simple!

You can implement the Sauna as a perfectly self-
standing unit, just laying it on the ground and enjoying
it!

Being such an easy solution, you can deploy our Sauna
fast and easily; while it stands alone, Sauna is easily re-
deployable as well. It has everything you need to live
and enjoy this innovative place!

When the Sauna is deployed as a self-standing unit it
will feauture an exterior trim chosen beforehand in the
customization process.

This kind of implementation allow to have a and
complete product to enjoy!

Self-standing unit
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Our Sauna!



Bearing structure

Standard

CROSS LAMINATED 
TIMBERDESCRIPTION

● The CLT (cross laminated timber) or is a
versatile, safe and innovative solid wood
panel with crossed layers; it is made up
of several layers of boards (composed of
99.4% of fir wood and only 0.6% of
formaldehyde-free adhesive),
superimposed and glued on each other
so that the fibers of each individual layer
are rotate 90 ° with respect to the
adjacent ones.

● The essence is of European spruce or
equivalent coniferous wood, while all
wood-based panels comply with the EN
13986 standard or a European Technical
Assessment.
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ADVANTAGES

● Construction speed;

● Low energy buildings;

● Seismic safety;

● Ecology and sustainable
architecture;

● Cost forecast already in the
planning phase;

● Very favorable ratio between self-
weight and structural strength;

● living comfort;

● Very high air tightness;

● Good winter and summer thermal
insulation



External finishing

Custom elements

The exterior is covered with a fine larch
paneling customizable in colors and aspect.

These are standard options, at an extra cost
you can customize the color.
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Aquawood primo Lignovit plus

Lignovit deco white Lignovit plus 
Mont Blanc

Color options

Customizable



Interior furnishing

Our sauna is equipped with everything you need!

We provide accessories such as wooden

tub, ladle and headrest.

There are wooden benches and wall and ceiling
coverings made of fir wood.

There is also an hourglass and a thermometer.

The highest lighting quality is assured by LED
lighting under the benches.
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Flooring

Anthracite Cenere Fumé

Gris Taupe

Custom elements 10

For the interior flooring you can choose
between five neutral shades of a
concrete effect porcelain stoneware
collection. The R11A + B designation
guarantees the right grip in case of
slippery floors. The finishes of Natural,
Sanded, Rectified and Lappato ridge
surfaces emphasize the material, ideal
for glamorous environments.

Color options

Customizable



Door and finishing

Custom elements

Door and windows are in wood with an external protection in
aluminum in order to assure both the best-looking option and
a high weather resistance.
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Customizable
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Pricing

Feature Price (EUR)

Sauna 48’000.-

Optionals Price (EUR

Audio Speaker 450.-

Bluetooth audio system 700.-

Stenal safe sauna system 1’200.-

Smartspa system 1’600.-

Starry sky lighting 2’600.-
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Technical drawings

GROSS USABLE SURFACE

7 m2

VOLUME

18 m3
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Technical drawings
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We ensure delivery in EU!

Delivery
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3 months for in-house production of your Sauna. *

3-4 working days on-site installation!

Quick to build

*  For large orders, you might want to 
keep a larger margin – to be discussed 
on a case-by-case basis



We’d love to hear from you
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Modula-re SA
Via Loreto 1 
6805 Mezzovico
Switzerland

T. +41 (0)91 946 46 06
info@madihome.com


